The Gay Metropolis: 1940-1996
Former New York Times reporter and Newsweek editor Kaiser's book on the evolution of the
American gay community is a monumental work. Like George.
Get this from a library! The gay metropolis: [Charles Kaiser] -- "For hundreds of thousands of
gay Americans, New York City is the literal gay.
The metropolis is New York, the subject is the emergence of a large and cohesive gay and
lesbian community there. Charles Kaiser's The Gay Metropolis: , a history of gay life centered
in New York, is packed with tales of writers and literature. Kaiser provides a. "The Gay
Metropolis" is a compelling social and political history of modern gay life Kaiser wrote two
books: in America and Gay Metropolis: This chronicle of gay life in New York City over the
last half a century tells a story of progressive cultural, social, and political vindication. MLA.
Kaiser, Charles. The Gay Metropolis, Boston:Houghton Mifflin, Print. APA. Kaiser, Charles.
(). The gay metropolis, cvindoraya.com: The Gay Metropolis, xii, p. illustrated with 16p.
photos, introduction, notes, bibliography, index, signed by the author on the title. Find The
Gay Metropolis by Kaiser, Charles at Biblio. Uncommonly good collectible and rare books
from uncommonly good booksellers.
"For hundreds of thousands of gay Americans, New York City is the literal gay metropolis: the
place where they have learned how to live openly, honestly, and. cvindoraya.com: The Gay
Metropolis: SIGNED on Title Page. 1st Printing. New copy. Never read. Not price clipped.
Not a remainder. Jacket has a .
The gay metropolis: Kaiser, Charles Save to Lists Gays -- New York (State) -- New York -History. Homosexuality -- New York (State) -- New.
Kaiser's history of American gay life and culture in the second half of the twentieth century
centers on New. 8vo. 1st edition. SIGNED by Kaiser. Fading to bottom of cloth
cvindoraya.comg to corners of shelfworn price-clipped d.j. Autograph sticker to front flap of
d.j. VG/VG.
Mr. Kaiser read from and talked about his new book, [The Gay Metropolis: ]. DESPITE its
title, this is the story of just one metropolis, New York, and the THE GAY METROPOLIS by
Charles Kaiser Weidenfeld pounds 20 Back in the Fifties, to be gay was to be, at worst, a
non-person.
Specializing in American Labor & Radical History, Chicano Studies, Africa, Gay Literature
and Nonfiction, African-American Studies, Spanish Civil War, Asian.
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